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1. Welcome and Opening Remarks 

Mr. Pearson opened the meeting and welcomed participants. He noted the meeting provides an open 
forum for government and industry representatives to discuss issues pertaining to vehicle weight and 
dimension limits in Canada.  He reminded participants that a report on the meeting’s discussions 
would be provided to the Council of Deputy Ministers Responsible for Transportation and Highway 
Safety.  He explained that in most cases, decisions on proposals for changes in standards cannot be 
taken by the Task Force at the meeting, and would require consideration and endorsement by each 
government individually and collectively by the Council before being reflected in the national 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on interprovincial vehicle weights and dimensions.  

2. Round Table Introductions and Adoption of the Agenda 

Following round table introductions, Mr. Pearson drew attention to the agenda that had been 
circulated prior to the meeting.  He invited suggestions for additional discussion topics.   
 
Mr. Robert (Transport Robert) suggested that another item of business for the agenda should be 
allowances in weight limits to accommodate environmental and fuel efficient technologies without 
reducing payload capacity.  
 
There were no other additions suggested and the agenda was adopted. 

3. Vehicle Weight and Dimension Regulations in Canada - Update on Issues and Developments 

a) Amendments to the National MOU on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions 
Mr. Pearson provided a presentation (Attachment 2) summarizing the issues that were identified 
during the Task Force meeting held in 2008 and he provided an update on developments, noting: 

- Most jurisdictions have increased weight limits on single axles fitted with wide single tires to 
7700 kg; the Northwest Territories allows 6000 kg; Ontario allows 9000 kg; Quebec allows 
10,000 kg by permit.  

- Most jurisdictions have increased weight limits on tandem axles fitted with wide single tires 
to 15,400 kg; the Northwest Territories allows 12,000 kg; Ontario 18,000 kg, and Quebec 
allows 18,000 kg by permit.    

- Following an amendment to the MOU in April 2008 to exclude rear-mounted aerodynamic 
devices (boat tails) up to 0.6 m long from the measurement of the length of trucks, it was 
proposed that the boat tail length limit be extended to 1.2 m.  The issue remains under 
consideration pending research results and further discussion. 
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- The addition of “moose” bumpers on vehicles designed to operate at legal overall length 
limits creates an over-length problem.  Some concerns exist about safety issues associated 
with the swept path of the vehicle.  The issue remains under consideration. 

- Progress has been made with respect to harmonizing guidelines within the western and 
eastern regions of Canada for special permit conditions for long combination vehicles 
(LCVs).  Regional harmonization is expected to be the focus before pursuing further 
harmonization at a national level.  

 
In his presentation, Mr. Pearson also reviewed changes to the national MOU that were approved by 
the Council of Ministers in October 2009.  He noted these changes: 

- Revised the definition of track width to be “the width of an axle across the outside faces of 
the tires measured at any point above the lowest point of the rim.” 

- Amended the applicability of minimum track width dimensions for axles fitted with wide 
single tires such that trailers from model year 2009 or earlier must have a minimum track 
width of 2.3 m and trailers from model year 2010 or later must have a minimum track width 
of 2.5 m. 

- Added the stinger steer auto carrier configuration in a new category of specialized vehicles. 
 

b) Provincial and Territorial Developments  
In round table review the following reports were provided: 

 
Saskatchewan 
Mr. Cipywnyk reported that vehicle weight and dimension regulations in the province are being 
updated to reflect recent changes to the MOU.  He also noted the format of the regulations had also 
been changed to simplify interpretation.   
 
Mr. Cipywnyk reported that Saskatchewan and Alberta have signed a MOU for commercial vehicle 
operations that addresses the harmonization of special permit conditions for LCVs, oversize and 
overweight loads, the movement of manufactured homes, cooperative enforcement activities and a 
joint research project on the impact of wide single tires on thin pavement structures. 
 
He noted that lift-axle systems will be allowed by permit and will be described in the province’s 
regulations. 
 
He also noted that weight limits on tridem drive tractors will be 22,000 kg.  He indicated increasing 
the weight limit to 23,000 kg to be consistent with Alberta could require upgrading bridge structures 
within the province. 
 
Mr. Cipywnyk drew attention to the province’s two weight highway system and reported that the 
length of primary weight system had been expanded this year.  He also reported that efforts are being 
made to reduce the extent of the secondary weight system.   
 
Mr. Cipywnyk also reported that the four western provinces are working towards regional 
harmonization for special permit conditions for LCVs.  He indicated they are nearing agreement 
regarding length limits and that carrier eligibility continues to be an issue under discussion. 
 
He noted the province is working with FPInnovations and Larry Wulff on roll-coupled trailer 
research. 
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Manitoba 
Ms. McKee reported that the Motor Carrier Division of Manitoba Infrastructure and Transportation 
had been reorganized, bringing together its enforcement, permits and development, and safety 
programs. 
 
She noted that the Department is establishing a remotely-operated weigh station, which will be only 
the second such station in a Canadian jurisdiction. 
 
She also noted the Department has initiated a complete review of its permitting policy and will look 
for opportunities to harmonize with other provinces. 
 
Mr. Shupe (Mullen Group Inc.) inquired if consideration had been given to permitting tridem drive 
configurations.  Ms. McKee indicated that tridem drive tractors had not been considered to date but 
she expected they would be included as part of the permitting policy review. 
 
Ontario 
Mr. Madill reported that Ontario’s regulations have been amended to allow axles fitted with new 
generation wide base single tires to carry a maximum weight of 9000 kg, equivalent to that carried on 
axles with dual tires.   
 
He reported that Ontario is conducting a pilot test permitting turnpike doubles.  He indicated that 52 
permits have been issued and that the maximum allowed 100 permits are expected to be issued by the 
spring.  Mr. Madill also noted that 26 carriers have been issued permits; no more than two permits 
per carrier are allowed and it is expected that 50 carriers will have been issued permits by the spring. 
He reported that 21 origin-destination routes have been approved and 13 approved rest-emergency 
stop locations have been identified.  Mr. Madill noted that operations have been limited to A-train 
doubles and some shorter B-trains.  He indicated there were difficulties identifying rest stops for 
longer vehicles but he expected that situation to be rectified as service centres are re-built.  Finally, 
Mr. Madill noted that LCV operations will be shut down for the three-month winter period from 
December through February and that a comprehensive review of the pilot program will be undertaken 
the following summer.  
 
Mr. Madill also reported that a technical consultation paper has been issued about the fourth phase of 
Ontario’s vehicle weights and dimensions reform project which is intended to cause a migration to 
safe, productive, infrastructure-friendly trucks operating on the province’s highways.  He indicated 
that new weight charts have been proposed, remarking that the weight limits are not significantly 
different but that axle and gross vehicle weight calculations should be less complex.  Mr. Madill 
invited individuals interested in reading the technical paper to email vwdreforms@ontario.ca. He 
noted that feedback would be welcome before the end of January 2010 and that the Ministry would 
be prepared to meet with stakeholder groups to discuss the work.  
 
Québec: 
Mr. Janelle reported on developments, noting that: 

- Requirements for truck speed limiters have been enforced since January 2009; 
- Québec continues to work to harmonize LCV operations with Ontario;  
- Regulations have not yet been revised but Ontario’s LCV‘s are recognized by Québec. 
- In 2010, work will be initiated to update Québec’s regulations to reflect changes to the 

National MOU and to amend weight limits for special permits for B-trains at 62,500 kg on 
the secondary network and for special permits for quad-axle semitrailers issued under the 
2001 agreement between Ontario and Québec. 
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Mr. Overing (Michelin Canada) remarked that Québec has established a subsidy to encourage the 
adoption of fuel efficient technologies; however he noted that wide single tires do not qualify.  He 
recommended these be added to the list of eligible technologies.  Mr. Janelle said he would convey 
that message to the appropriate departments in the province.  
 
New Brunswick 
Mr. Goguen reported that work is underway in New Brunswick to amend regulations to reflect 
changes to the national MOU. 
 
He also reported that the Atlantic Memorandum of Understanding on special permit conditions for 
over-dimensional vehicles is being implemented. He noted that work continues to further harmonize 
permit conditions with a goal of having one regional permit recognized in all four Atlantic provinces. 
 
He identified initiatives intended to simplify the permitting process and that a permit is now valid for 
a seven-day period and applies to power units only. 
 
Mr. Goguen noted that the province now allows tractor wheelbases up to 7.2 m, provided the 
semitrailer wheelbase is shortened, consistent with the approach taken by Quebec on this issue. 
 
Mr. Goguen also reported that a LCV pilot program is well underway with five carriers and nine 
routes. He added that efforts continue to harmonize permit conditions with neighbouring 
jurisdictions. 
 
In other developments, Mr. Goguen noted that a third bridge border crossing had opened at Calais,  
three new bridges have been built on the Trans Canada Highway in the Moncton area, work continues 
to complete the twinning of Route 1, and the 511 traveller information system is being implemented 
in New Brunswick.  
 
In response to a question from Mr. Wood (Canadian Trucking Alliance), Mr. Goguen indicated that 
raising the weight limit on axles fitted with wide single tires is not a priority in New Brunswick at 
this time.  

 
Nova Scotia 
Mr. Balsom reported that Nova Scotia is implementing the Atlantic MOU on special permit 
conditions for over-dimensional vehicles and echoed Mr. Goguen’s remarks that a goal is to have a 
regional permit system.   
 
He noted that vehicle weights and dimensions regulations will be updated to reflect recent changes to 
the MOU.   
 
Mr. Balsom indicated that a regulation has been put forward regarding quad axle semi trailers and 
that if approved, it should be in place early in 2010. 
 
He also reported that two weigh-in-motion sites are in operation in Nova Scotia and that a third will 
be installed by spring 2010. 
 
Mr. Balsom said that the province has hired new training and compliance officers. 
 
Mr. Balsom noted that the province’s LCV pilot program will be reviewed in the spring. 
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He indicated that the province does not plan to consider increasing weight limits on axles fitted with 
wide single tires in the near future. 
 
Prince Edward Island 
Mr. MacEwen reported that work is underway to update the province’s regulations to reflect the 
national MOU. 
 
He reported that an aggressive bridge replacement program is being pursued in the province.  He also 
noted that two roundabouts are being considered outside Charlottetown, and indicated these would 
facilitate commercial traffic movements in the area. 
 
Mr. MacEwen confirmed the weight limit allowed by permit on axles fitted with wide single tires is 
7700 kg. 
 
Newfoundland and Labrador 
Mr. Murray reported that the MOU amendments are being incorporated into the province’s 
regulations. 
 
He indicated that the province will soon be collecting data at four weigh-in-motion sites. 
 
He said there are no intentions to increase weight limits on axles fitted with wide single tires at this 
time.  
 
Northwest Territories 
Mr. Beaulieu reported that the Northwest Territories 24 hour-a-day permitting centre has been 
opened, two new self-weigh stations have been opened near Hay River and Fort Simpson, along with 
a camera system on the weigh-in-motion scale. 
 
He reported that LCV’s (Rocky Mountain Doubles) up to 31 meters in length are operated under 
permit on the enhanced visibility highways, and that tridem drive axles to 21,000 kg are recognized 
under permit during the winter tolerance season. He noted that lift-axle systems will be allowed by 
permit. 
 
Mr. Beaulieu indicated that plans are under way to amend the Large Vehicle Control Regulations to 
include more provisions of the national MOU, and that there are no plans to increase the current 
weight limit on axles fitted with wide single tires.  

 
British Columbia 
Mr. Pearson read notes provided by Greg Gilks (British Columbia), indicating that: 

BC has formally implemented a LCV program in the Lower Mainland.  The program was initiated 
following a two year pilot project.  It allows restricts LCV’s to multi-lane highways and is currently 
limited to Rocky Mountain Doubles operating between Burnaby and Kamloops.  The current program 
allows for operation between March 1 and October 31 only, but a further pilot program is being 
launched to evaluate the winter haul.  Drivers are required to check with DriveBC and record the 
weather information which is posted at the time of the check.  This will allow an audit of the 
company to confirm their drivers are completing the weather checks before they enter the Coquihalla 
Highway portion of the route.  The winter haul will be evaluated over the winter season to determine 
whether the company is complying with the requirements and whether the monitoring program is 
practical.   
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Industry has also indicated an interest in evaluating Turnpike Doubles, and operation of LCVs from 
the Lower Mainland to Kelowna.  These evaluations have not been scheduled yet. 

 
At the conclusion of the provincial and territorial updates, Mr. Robert remarked on the pressure on 
the industry to be more fuel efficient and reduce emissions.  He emphasized that facilitating LCV 
operations, particularly at lower speeds, should be a top priority for all concerned.   
 
Mr. Robert also suggested that wide single tires offer significant environmental benefits and that 
measures should be taken to encourage their adoption.  He noted that if barriers exist to their 
implementation, then carriers placing orders for trailers now may not be able to take advantage of the 
benefits of wide single tires for several more years. 
 
Mr. Pearson noted that engineering concerns have been raised about the impact of wide single tires on 
thin pavement.  He referenced recent research conducted at the Université Laval that suggests the 
damage to thin asphalt structures caused by wide single tires may be 20% greater than conventional 
dual tires. He noted that research on this issue is continuing in a number of jurisdictions and it is 
hoped it will assist with the evaluation of increasing weight limits on axles fitted with these tires. 
 
Mr. Overing noted that the research conducted to date has been based on a comparison with dual tires 
at precise pressures and matched tread depths.  He suggested these are critical factors affecting 
performance and that fleet inspections indicate perfect pressure and tread depth are often not achieved 
in practice.  He recommended that ongoing research comparing the impacts of wide single tires and 
dual tires should reflect real operating conditions to the greatest extent possible. 
 
Mr. Wood suggested that the environmental benefits of wide single tires should be considered as an 
offset to the costs of potential pavement damage.  He noted that Ontario and Quebec may have 
accounted for those benefits in allowing equivalent weights to be carried on axles fitted with single or 
dual tires. 

4. Council of the Federation Regulatory Harmonization Initiative 

Mr. Pearson provided a presentation (Attachment 3) about this initiative.  He thanked contributors 
who had participated in the stakeholder consultation process and summarized the comments that had 
been received. He noted that 19 citations about national harmonization of transportation regulations 
had been made, of which 5 pertain to the Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy, 13 
pertain to the Canadian Council of Motor Transport Administrators, and one pertains to another 
mechanism.  Mr. Pearson concluded his presentation by noting that no major revelations had been 
made during the consultation process and that the transportation issues raised were previously known 
and are being addressed. He added that a report on continuing efforts to harmonize transportation 
regulations would be prepared for submission to the Ministers of Internal Trade by the end of the year 
and that a renewed action plan for further harmonization efforts would be submitted to the Council of 
the Federation. 
 
Ms. Ritchie (Owner-Operator’s Business Association) inquired about the Agreement on Internal 
Trade and Mr. Pearson explained that the Council of Ministers Responsible for Transportation and 
Highway Safety is responsible for, and has ensured, issues identified in the agreement when it was 
established in 1994 have been resolved.  He added that a mechanism exists to resolve other concerns 
should any arise but that no transportation-related issues have ever been raised under the agreement. 
 
Ms. Ritchie remarked that most of the harmonization issues identified during the consultation process 
pertained to CCMTA, but the organization has no jurisdiction itself and she suggested other 
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mechanisms might be necessary to address those issues.  Mr. Michaelson (FPInnovations) concurred 
that his experience with the Task Force and CCMTA indicates that it can take a long time to make 
progress in the pursuit of harmonization. 

 
Mr. Delaney (Petroleum Services Association of Canada) drew attention to the issue of greater 
municipal involvement in special permits and the burden on the industry from the additional fees 
imposed by municipalities.  He recommended the issue be brought to the attention of the Premiers in 
the next report to the Council of the Federation. 

5. Presentations 

a) Developments on Roll Stability Control Systems 
Mr. T. Bourque (Haldex) provided a presentation (Attachment 4) about developments in trailer roll 
stability technology. 
 
In questions following the presentation, it was noted that: 

- No devices are mounted in the cab to inform the driver that the brakes are being applied; s/he 
will be able to feel it. 

- Work is in progress to make it possible to transfer information about electronic braking 
events back to dispatch.  

- A training package is available to educate drivers about the technology. 
- Roll stability devices are being tested on LCVs; delivering power from the tractor to the rear-

most trailer can be challenging. 
 

Mr. Bourque also presented a video to demonstrate the shorter stopping distance provided by disc 
brakes compared to drum brakes in both cold and hot conditions.  He noted that the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has announced new stopping distance regulations 
for tractors which are expected to be implemented in 2011.   
 
b) Trailer Technology Developments 
Mr. Parrott (Meritor WABCO) provided a presentation (Attachment 5) about evolving technology 
for roll stability and lift axle valves. 
 
Following the presentations by Mr. Bourque and Mr. Parrott, participants discussed the application 
of roll stability devices on A trains and B trains.  Mr. Billing observed that B trains are lively in 
evasive manoeuvres and the two trailers tend to roll in opposite directions, effectively cancelling 
each other out and making it more difficult to roll the configuration.  
 
Mr. Madill remarked that if an A train is equipped with a roll stability system then the lead trailer 
must be able to send the signal downstream.  He added that the lead trailer cannot brake more 
aggressively than the second trailer can achieve.    Mr. Bourque observed that the anti-lock braking 
system would take over if necessary. 

 
In closing the discussion, Mr. Bourque noted that the roll stability technology will be demonstrated 
in Ohio on December 8th and 9th and he invited participants to attend.  

 
c) Research on Roll Coupling of Truck Trailer Combinations 
Mr. Sinnett (FPInnovations) and Mr. Parker (FPInnovations) provided a presentation (Attachment 6) 
about research on improving the dynamic performance of truck-trailer combinations through roll-
coupled hitches. 
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At the conclusion of the presentation, Mr. Sinnett suggested that the benefits of roll-coupling for 
pony trailers have been proven and recommended allowing full axle group weights for roll-coupled 
pony trailers.  He noted the preferred approach would be an amendment to the MOU and that an 
alternative or interim approach would be a province-based permit system.  He added that a “roll-
coupled” hitch should be defined as “a hitch capable of resisting vehicle roll from one unit to 
another; the hitch must be able to resist a minimum of 60 kN-m of roll torque in no more than 15 
degrees of lash and twist, in both directions.” 
 
In response to a question, Mr. Davis indicated that Transport Canada has no plans at this time to 
develop a standard for roll-coupling hitches. He suggested the researchers give consideration to 
working with the Canadian Standards Association to develop such a standard.   
 
d) Tractor and Trailer Lighting 
Mr. Taylor (Grote) provided a presentation (Attachment 7) about developments in lighting 
technology, safety considerations and the merits of LED lighting for trucks. 

 
e) Research on Safety Implications of Longer Boat Tails 
Mr. Davis provided a presentation (Attachment 8) about the safety implications of longer (greater 
than 2 ft) boat tails and ongoing wind tunnel testing and computer simulation.  He noted that the 
Phase 1 research is expected to deliver results in early 2010, after which the need for additional 
research will be considered along with the potential need to amend regulations regarding boat tails. 
 
Mr. Davis indicated that possible options to address the use of longer boat tails in Canada could 
include: 

- Amending federal regulations to: 
o Amend the rear clearance zone 
o Provide an exemption for tails 
o Develop a performance test to determine non-structural protrusions. 

- The Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy and the provinces and territories 
to permit longer boat tails on after-market installations 

- Develop a 2 ft boat tail and have it to be included as a SmartWay-verified aerodynamic 
device for trailers. 

- When travelling in Canada, boat tails over 2 ft must be closed. 
 

In his presentation, Mr. Davis noted that, in the U.S., the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
has defined requirements by which after market installations of boat tails up to 5 ft long can be 
exempted from overall truck length measurements.  He also noted that the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration’s (NHTSA) Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards appear to prohibit 
installation of boat tails on new trailers at first retail. 
 
Mr. Loy (FMCSA) noted the challenges posed by the involvement of different federal agencies such 
as the NHTSA, FHWA, the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), and the 
Environmental Protection Agency.  He explained that the NHTSA has been reluctant to provide 
guidance to the FHWA regarding after-market installations of boat tails.  He also explained that 
manufacturers can request exemptions from federal regulations for energy-saving devices.  He added 
that crash-testing was conducted by ATDynamics to demonstrate compliance with federal motor 
vehicle safety standards.  
 
Mr. Bolduc (Transtex Composite – ATDynamics) noted that the ATDynamics Trailer Tail is 
SmartWay-verified and has been approved for after-market installations in the US.  He suggested it 
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should be appropriate to have the same conditions in Canada.  He reported that 2 ft boat tails have 
been shown to offer 2.6% savings in fuel consumption and 4 ft boat tails have been shown to offer 
5% savings in fuel consumption.  
 
Participants noted that the safety performance of the longer boat tails, particularly in winter 
conditions with snow and ice, may be a concern. Mr. Davis suggested that due diligence is needed 
and crash-testing should be conducted.   
 
Mr. Robert noted the importance of reducing green house gas emissions, which he suggested is a 
responsibility shared by all stakeholders.  He observed that the federal government is able to approve 
what is being done on engine standards in the US, and the same basis should be used to approve 
longer boat tails as in the US.  He emphasized the willingness of the industry to invest in new 
technologies for environmental and economic reasons and urged governments to find solutions to 
facilitate implementation. 
 
Mr. Wood remarked that retro-fitted boat tails could be handled by the Task Force and the individual 
provinces and territories.  He inquired if Transport Canada would exempt longer boat tails if the US 
NHTSA indicated they were not regulated.  Mr. Davis indicated that a ruling from Transport Canada 
would be needed. 
 
Mr. Billing inquired if the wind tunnel testing being conducted by Transport Canada would resolve 
concerns over visibility in snowy conditions. Mr. Davis indicated that splash and spray 
characteristics would be examined later. 
 
Mr. Madill expressed interest in seeing the results of Transport Canada’s research.  He added that, 
pending resolution of safety concerns, it may be possible to address the installation of longer boat 
tails at the provincial and territorial level until such time as federal regulations could be amended. 
 
f) Load Expert Software 
Mr. Lavoie provided a presentation about a free website (www.gotruckload.com) which assists the 
trucking industry in verifying weight regulations.  He noted the site is currently only applicable to 
the American states but suggested it could be expanded if it were of interest in Canada. 
 
Participants noted the need to be cautious with respect to the legal liability of providing such data 
and the difficulties that could be encountered with collecting the data and ensuring its timeliness and 
accuracy. 
 
Mr. Madill inquired about the time necessary to establish a Canadian version of the site if the 
provinces and territories provided data.  Mr. Lavoie indicated that if the project were supported with 
funding and data were provided by agencies, the website could be functional in six to eight months, 
but more time would be necessary if funding were not available. 

6. California Air Resources Board Regulations for Trucking 

Mr. Overing provided a presentation (Attachment 9) about the implications of upcoming California 
Air Resources Board (CARB) regulations and noted that, in California, all 2011 and newer model 
year tractors and trailers will need to be specified with low rolling resistance tires.  He described four 
factors that affect rolling resistance and noted that three also affect winter traction capabilities.  He 
suggested the only design criterion which reduces rolling resistance without decreasing winter 
traction is casing architecture (wide single versus dual tires).  
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Mr. Pearson inquired about the process to have tires verified for SmartWay eligibility.  Mr. Overing 
noted that Michelin had submitted its tires for testing.  Mr. Rennie (Bridgestone Firestone Canada) 
added that there are two methods to qualify; the first is to conduct drum tests for tire-to-tire 
comparison; the second is to conduct a road test and that manufacturers can pool tires on a vehicle in 
that case. 

7. Trailer Wheelbase Dimensions: Double drop and low bed trailer  

Mr. Dolyniuk (Manitoba Trucking Association) raised discussion of trailer wheelbase dimensions, 
noting that equipment being hauled is getting bigger and there is a need for both tandem and tridem 
double drop and low bed trailers with a well deck length in excess of 8.23 m.  He indicated that a 
letter (Attachment 10) describing the issue had been sent to the Task Force from the Manitoba 
Trucking Association and that it had been discussed by all the trucking associations and had the 
support of the Canadian Trucking Alliance.  It suggests: 

- Jurisdictions allow the use, without permit, of tandem axle units with minimum wheelbase of 
6.25 m and an overall length of 16.15 m.  These trailers should be allowed to be used with a 
flip axle to re-configure the trailer into a tridem axle trailer, or as a fixed tridem axle group, 
or as a tridem axle group with a lift axle in the group, while not exceeding the overall 
maximum length of 16.15 m. 

- These configurations should be allowed to operate with both over-dimensional loads (with 
permits as required) and reducible, non-dimensional loads at RTAC weight levels (without 
permits). 

- If the trailer is further specialized and is wider than 2.6 m it should be allowed to haul 
reducible loads on a round trip basis (i.e. a low bed trailer that is 3.05 m wide should be 
allowed to haul a 2.44 m culvert one way and a 2.6m wide packer in return). The only time a 
permit should be required is when an over-dimensional load is being hauled, or if the actual 
trailer itself is over-dimensional (greater than 2.6 m wide, longer than 16.15 m, etc.). 

 
Mr. Robert concurred that the industry needs this issue addressed because it can be difficult to 
reposition loads, which may otherwise be necessary when travelling long distances with some 
equipment loads.  He observed that harmonization of requirements with respect to weekend 
movements would also be helpful. 

8. Wide Based Single Tires  

It was noted this issue had been addressed in earlier discussions.  Mr. Pearson added that emerging 
research reports on the subject from the Université Laval and the Ministry of Transportation of 
Ontario would be made available on the Task Force’s website at 
http://www.comt.ca/english/programs/trucking/.  
 

It was noted that the October 2009 amendment to the MOU stipulates that the minimum track width 
on trailers from model year 2009 or earlier, with axles fitted with wide single tires, must be 2.3 m and 
trailers from model year 2010 or later must have a minimum track width of 2.5 m.  Mr. Madill noted 
that the 2.5 m track width dimension cannot quite be met with axles fitted with single tries.  He 
suggested that the Ministry of Transportation of Ontario is satisfied that the stability of trailers with 
axles fitted with single tires at a minimum track width of 2.45 m is effectively the same as trailers 
with dual tires at a track width of 2.5 m.  He indicated that axles will have to be rated appropriately 
and, where retro-fitted, axles would have to be re-rated.  He explained this is a regulatory matter in 
Ontario and, in the interim, permits will be made available. 
 
It was suggested that other provinces and territories considering implementing Ontario’s approach to 
resolve this issue in their own jurisdiction. 
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Ms. Lessard (Manac) noted that manufacturers are obliged to meet regulations when orders are placed 
for new trailers.  She emphasized the urgency of resolving this issue as soon as possible so that 
shippers can make informed decisions about their fleets when making purchases.  

9. Long Combination Vehicles 

Mr. Cipywnyk reviewed western harmonization efforts with respect to special permit conditions for 
LCVs.  He noted that work is essentially complete for turnpike doubles, although carrier eligibility 
has not been resolved.  He indicated and that the conditions will be shared with the western trucking 
associations then submitted to the provincial ministers.   
 
Mr. Balsom reported on harmonization efforts in eastern Canada.  He noted that the issue of high-
mounted brake lights has been challenging.  He indicated that: 

- Nova Scotia has not been convinced of the safety benefits of such lights. 
- The addition of such lights makes the vehicle non-uniform, which should be addressed by 

Transport Canada and not proposed by an individual province. 
- Mounting such lights is challenging and not made worthwhile by safety benefits. 

 
Mr. Madill expressed Ontario’s interest in harmonizing permit conditions in the east and eventually 
with New York State as well.  He noted progress is being made with neighbouring provinces but 
suggested there is an impasse with respect to high-mounted brake lights.  He noted that the province 
will gather experience with its pilot program before further discussing harmonization.   
 
Mr. Mason reported that New Brunswick’s pilot project in a hilly section of highway suggested there 
are safety benefits when using high-mounted brake lights but the province will review the issue 
given the feedback received from others.  
 
Mr. Mason suggested there may be a need to improve the conspicuity of signage on the back of 
LCVs and Mr. Seeley echoed that suggestion. 
 
Ms. Lessard inquired if there is someplace where the permit conditions across Canada can be found.  
Mr. Pearson indicated he would raise the matter with provincial and territorial members of the Task 
Force and post the information on the Task Force’s website or provide links where the information 
can be found.  

10. Over-dimensional and Oversize Special Permits  

a) Status of special permit harmonization efforts 
It was noted that progress with respect to harmonization in the east had been discussed under Agenda 
Item #3b).  It was also noted that some preliminary discussions about harmonization in the west have 
occurred. 
  
b) Escort Vehicle Operators Training 
Mr. Delaney reported that the Petroleum Services Association of Canada has developed a one-day 
course to train escort vehicle operators.  He added that the course and certification will be offered by 
Enform beginning in 2010.  Mr. Delaney indicated the intention is to make the course mandatory for 
anyone operating an escort vehicle for the oil and gas industry.   
 
Ms. Murray (Sparrow Piloting Service) reported that she had assembled the pilot car/escort vehicle 
requirements from jurisdictions, and she circulated a bound copy of the information.  She noted that 
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she is currently updating the book with information from the provinces and territories and could 
make it available to others.   

11. Other Business 

Mr. Robert drew attention to the additional weight of environmental and fuel efficient technologies 
and reiterated his concerns that shippers and carriers who strive to protect the environment are 
penalized because they cannot carry as much payload.  He asked that provinces and territories 
consider providing exemptions from weight limits for environmental technologies. 
 
Mr. Madill inquired if the majority of the additional weight is being carried on the front axle and 
suggested a relaxed weight limit on that axle could provide some relief. 
 
Mr. Kennedy (Kenworth) observed that truck technology has made remarkable advancements and 
that emissions have been greatly reduced.  However, he noted that trucks cost more and weigh more 
as a result.  He suggested a “green” permit concept be considered. 
 
Mr. Park (Owner-Operator’s Business Association) concurred that the owner-operator business 
community would support the call for payload accommodation for environmental initiatives. 
 
Mr. Michaelson noted that energy efficiency is lost if a given load cannot be carried in one vehicle 
and must be moved in additional vehicles. 
 
Mr. Wood noted a similar request had also been made a year ago.  Mr. Pearson indicated that 
governments have been unwilling to accommodate additional requests for weight, citing concerns 
about impacts on infrastructure.  He also noted that the request continues to be made by industry 
stakeholders and suggested the Task Force would consider the matter again. 

12. Next Meeting 

It was agreed that the next meeting should be convened in November 2010 with the location to be 
determined.     

13. Adjournment  

There being no further business, participants were thanked for their contributions to a productive 
meeting. 

 
Prepared by:  Sarah Wells 
Date:    December 1, 2009 
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Attachment 1: 
 

Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy 
Meeting – November 24, 2009 Montreal 

Name Affiliation Phone e-mail 
Bob Ballantyne CITA 613-599-8993 ballantyne@bellnet.ca  
Michael Balsom Nova Scotia Transportation and 

Infrastructure Renewal  
902-424-0070 balsommg@gov.ns.ca  

Robert Barsalou Ontario Ministry of Transportation 905-704-2518 Robert.barsalou@ontario.ca 
Harris Beaulieu Northwest Territories Department of 

Transportation 
867-920-8015 Harris_beaulieu@gov.nt.ca  

John R. Billing Consultant 416-499-3202 Jrbilling@sympatico.ca 
Marc Bolduc Transtex Composite - ATDynamics 514-334-3210 mbolduc@transtexcomposite.com  
Normand Bourque QTA 514-932-0377 Nbourque@carrefour-acq.org  
Todd Bourque Haldex 506-381-6802 Todd.bourque@haldex.com  
David Church Forest Products Association of 

Canada 
613-563-1441 dchurch@fpac.ca  

Andrew Cipywnyk Saskatchewan Highways and 
Infrastructure 

306-787-6998 andrew.cipywnyk@gov.sk.ca 

Gervais Corbin Transports Québec 418-644-5593 Gervais.corbin@mtq.gouv.qc.ca 
Dan Davis Transport Canada 613-998-1956 Dan.davis@tc.gc.ca  
Patrick Delaney Petroleum Services Association  403-781-7384 pdelaney@psac.ca  
Bob Dolyniuk MTA 204-632-6600 bobd@trucking.mb.ca  
Jennifer Fox CTA 416-249-7401 Jennifer.fox@cantruck.ca  
Roger Gagne Grote 204-794-5496 Roger.gagne@grote.com  
Denis Goguen New Brunswick Department of 

Transportation 
506-453-2802 Denis.goguen@gnb.ca  

Bill Harbour Transport Canada 613-998-1907 william.harbour@tc.gc.ca   
Francois Janelle Transports Québec 418-644-5593 Fjanelle@mtq.gouv.qc.ca 
Kelly Kennedy Kenworth 416-432-4869 Kelly.kennedy@paccar.com  
Pierre Lavoie CIE-TECH Inc. 450- 923-1458 plavoie@loadxpert.com 
Luc Leblanc PACCAR 450-435-6171 Luc.leblanc@paccar.com  
Josee Lessard Manac Inc 418-228-2018 Josee.lessard@manac.ca 
Luke Loy FMCSA 202-366-0676 Luke.loy@dot.gov  
Doug MacEwen PEI Transportation and Public Works 902-368-5219 djmacewen@gov.pe.ca  
Ron Madill Ontario Ministry of Transportation 519-473-6543 Ron.madill@ontario.ca 
Don Mason New Brunswick Department of 

Transportation 
506-453-2802 Don.mason@gnb.ca  

Sean McAlister ORCA Transportation Safety Group 604-415-0977 seanmcalister@shaw.ca  
Jan McKee Manitoba Infrastructure and 

Transportation  
204-945-8240 Jan.mckee@gov.mb.ca  

Jan Michaelsen FPInnovations 514-694-1140 Jan.michaelsen@fpinnovations.ca  
Heather Murray Sparrow Piloting 306-244-2350 sparrowpilot@shaw.ca 
Robert Murray Newfoundland and Labrador 

Transportation and Works 
709-729-3454 rmurray@gov.nl.ca  

John Overing Michelin Canada 450-978-4751 John.overing@ca.michelin.com  
Jim Park  OBAC 905-227-5755 jpark@obac.ca  
Seamus Parker FP Innovations 604-228-1555 Seamus.parker@fpinnovations.com  
Thomas Parrott Meritor WABCO 248-435-1648 Thomas.parrott@meritorWABCO.com  
John Pearson Council of DM's Secretariat 613-247-9347 Jpearson@comt.ca 
James Pertulla Ontario Ministry of Transportation 416-585-7116 James.pertulla@ontario.ca  
Jean Pomerleau Groupe Canam 418-582-3331 Jean.pomerleau@canam.ws  
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Brian Rennie Bridgestone Canada 905-568-6498 renniebrian@bfusa.com 
Joanne Ritchie OBAC 613-237-6222 jritchie@obac.ca 
Claude Robert  Transport Robert 514-521-1011 crobert@robert.ca 
Vernon Seeley Sunbury 506-634-4254 seeley.vernon@sunbury.ca 
Dave Senechal Wolf Trailer Company 604-866-6080 dave@wolftrailer.com  
Norm Shupe Mullen Group Inc. 403-995-5204 nshupe@mullen-group.com  
James Sinnett FP Innovations 604-228-1555 James.sinnett@fpinnovations.ca  
Jean St-Onge Midland Transport 506-852-2660 Stonge.jean@midlandtransport.com  
Charlie Taylor Grote 506-863-9594 Charlie.taylor@grote.com  
Jim Tipka American Trucking Association 703-838-1845 jtipka@trucking.org  
Eddy Tschirhart Cdn Transportation Equipment Assn 519-631-0414 eddyt@atminc.on.ca  
J.G. Urbain Kenworth 514-918-1899 jurbain@paccar.com  
Rolf Vonderzwaag OTA/CTA 416-249-7401 rolfv@ontruck.org  
Geoff Wood OTA/CTA 416-249-7401 Geoffrey.wood@ontruck.org 
Larry Wulff Wolf Trailer Company  250-558-9413 lhwulff@shaw.ca  
Sarah Wells  Council of DM’s Secretariat 613 736-1350 swells@comt.ca  
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Council of the FederationCouncil of the Federation


Harmonization of Transportation Regulations :Harmonization of Transportation Regulations :


Stakeholder Consultation Results Stakeholder Consultation Results 


November 2009November 2009


Background Background 


 In August 2007, the Council of the Federation In August 2007, the Council of the Federation 
(Provincial and Territorial Premiers) agreed to (Provincial and Territorial Premiers) agreed to 
harmonize transportation regulatory codes, and harmonize transportation regulatory codes, and 
eliminate those standards and regulations that eliminate those standards and regulations that 
are unjustifiable barriers to trade in the are unjustifiable barriers to trade in the 
transportation sectortransportation sector


 Council of Ministers Responsible for Council of Ministers Responsible for 
Transportation and Highway Safety directed to Transportation and Highway Safety directed to 
take actiontake action
 Report submitted to Report submitted to CoFCoF in June 2008in June 2008
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Report to the Council of the Federation June 08Report to the Council of the Federation June 08
Overview


 the Council of Ministers mandate
 mechanisms and support structure used for intergovernmental 


collaboration and for consensus building


 the progress which has been achieved in harmonization of 
transportation regulations since the 1980’s; an ongoing process


 the mechanisms which are in place to:
 address ongoing harmonization needs and 
 maintain close working relationships between governments and 


stakeholders


 current harmonization issues and priorities, and the mechanisms 
being used to address them, including outstanding issues which 
pose major challenges
 eleven point action plan; highway transport sector


Regulatory Harmonization Working GroupRegulatory Harmonization Working Group


Council of Ministers Responsible for Transportation 
And Highway Safety


Council of Deputy Ministers Responsible for 
Transportation and Highway Safety


Task Force on 
Vehicle Weights 
and Dimensions 


Policy


Policy and 
Planning 
Support 


Committee


Canadian Council 
of Motor 


Transport 
Administrators


Engineering 
and Research 


Support 
Committee


Regulatory Harmonization 
Working Group
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Stakeholder Consultation: Request for Comments


 National:
 Invitations sent to 350 stakeholders to comment on 


regulatory impediments to transportation in all modes 
within Canada and internationally


 35 submissions received
 Continental Gateway & Ontario/Quebec Corridor 


 675 invitation letters sent to stakeholders in Ontario 
and Quebec


 33 submissions received
 Outcome:


 1000 invitations – 68 submissions


Stakeholder Consultation: Meetings


 Meetings arranged in response to those that requested 
opportunity to meet with Working Group:
 Individual sessions with each group
 Moncton: June 9


 Three groups: trucking, forest products, marine port  


 Winnipeg: June 10
 Five groups: trucking, construction, standards, agriculture, 


academic 


 Vancouver: June 12
 Seven groups: trucking, manufactured housing, oil sector, 


rail safety, marine port, ship owners
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Stakeholder Comments Stakeholder Comments 


 140 comments/citations: 140 comments/citations: 
 33 harmonization of 33 harmonization of 


transportation regulationstransportation regulations
 5 harmonization of 5 harmonization of 


regulations in other sectors regulations in other sectors 
((egeg. taxes, food safety). taxes, food safety)


 29 harmonization of 29 harmonization of 
regulations internationallyregulations internationally


 72 federal 72 federal regsregs, comments , comments 
or irritants to business: or irritants to business: 
 would not be resolved would not be resolved 


through regulatory through regulatory 
harmonization efforts harmonization efforts 


Other Sector
4%


Int'l 
US/Can


21%


Transport
24%


Federal 
Regs or 
Irritants


51%


Harmonization of Transportation Regulations Harmonization of Transportation Regulations 


 Domestic Transportation Domestic Transportation --
33 citations33 citations
 19 for national 19 for national 


harmonizationharmonization
 9 for regional 9 for regional 


harmonization (3 west, 6 harmonization (3 west, 6 
Atlantic)Atlantic)


 5 for action by specific 5 for action by specific 
jurisdiction(sjurisdiction(s))


West 
9%


National 
58%


Atlantic
18%


Specific 
Jurisdiction
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Harmonization of Transportation Regulations Harmonization of Transportation Regulations 


 National Harmonization National Harmonization --
19 citations19 citations
 13 for Canadian Council of 13 for Canadian Council of 


Motor Transport Motor Transport 
Administrators (CCMTA)  Administrators (CCMTA)  


 5 for Task Force on Vehicle 5 for Task Force on Vehicle 
Weights and Dimensions Weights and Dimensions 
PolicyPolicy


 1 for another mechanism    1 for another mechanism    


VWD Task 
Force 
26%


Transport 
Canada


5%


CCMTA
64%


Other
5%


Issues Raised – Highway Transport 
 Infrastructure


 Twin Route 185 in QC
 More passing lanes on two lane roads
 Rest areas
 Need for more and better highways in north 


 Weights and Dimensions
 Harmonize permit conditions for LCV’s within regions


 East: ON, QC, NB, NS
 West: MB, SK, AB, BC  


 Differences in weight limits within Canada (East vs West)
 Lower weight limits in United States


 Special Permits: Oversize and Overweight
 Problems arising from greater municipal involvement 


 Cell phone bans (different approaches)
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Issues Raised – Highway Transport 
 National Safety Code


 Greater uniformity needed in adoption
 Carrier Safety Rating
 Vehicle Inspections
 Hours of Service (within Canada, and Canada/US)


 Need to exempt occupations where driving is incidental to 
other responsibilities (eg. construction) 


 Cargo Securement – differences Canada/US
 On-road Enforcement 


 Differences in policies within and between provinces 
 Complex, multiple tax regimes
 Border Crossings


 Differences in Canadian and US requirements


Issues Raised – Other Modes


 Rail
 Cabotage
 Canada/US regulatory differences
 Environmental regulations


 Marine
 Duty on imported vessels
 Coast Guard regulations on retrofitting vessels; accept 


international standards
 Environmental Protection Act (strict liabilities)
 Security clearance
 Dangerous Goods
 Border crossing security programs (Canada/US)
 Coast Guard fees
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Issues Raised – Other Modes


 Airports
 Cabotage
 Airport rent
 CBSA services
 Air Traveller Security Charges
 Infrastructure funding for airports
 Regulatory burden
 Open Skies


Observations Observations 


 No major revelations:No major revelations:
 transportation issues raised are known and transportation issues raised are known and 


are being addressedare being addressed


 More More ““irritantsirritants”” than trade barriersthan trade barriers
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Regulatory Harmonization AgendaRegulatory Harmonization Agenda


 Challenges:Challenges:
 national national vsvs regional harmonizationregional harmonization
 uniformity uniformity vsvs flexibilityflexibility


 Harmonization of transportation regulations is an Harmonization of transportation regulations is an 
ongoing process, not a discrete goalongoing process, not a discrete goal


Direction from Council of the Federation Direction from Council of the Federation 


 Report on efforts to harmonize 
transportation regulations to be submitted 
to Internal Trade Ministers by end of year
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2009-11-27Innovative Vehicle Technology


TRS - Trailer Roll Stability


Todd Bourque
Canadian OEM Sales Manager


Braking Controls Division
Haldex Brake Products, Inc.


2009-11-27Innovative Vehicle Technology 2
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2009-11-27Innovative Vehicle Technology 3


2009-11-27Innovative Vehicle Technology 4


Accident Statistics


In 1998, there were over 22,000 rollover crashes in the U.S.
680 Fatalities (12.7% of total)
7,858 Injuries (18.7% of total)
$2.1 - $21 million in cost


In 2000, NHTSA reported for U.S. Large Trucks
453,000 Accidents
5,362 Fatalities
42,000 Injuries
$24 billion in insurance losses


Trucks overturning at exit ramps caused 5% of fatalities


The National Transportation Safety Board in the U.S. considers that some 4,000 of the 15,000 
large truck rollovers could be avoided with advanced warning. (27%)


27% of 680 fatalities or 183 lives saved
27% of 7,858 injuries or 2,121 avoided injuries
27% of $21 million cost or $5.7 million cost avoided
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2009-11-27Innovative Vehicle Technology 5


Accident Statistics


In 1998, there were over 22,000 rollover crashes in the U.S.
680 Fatalities (12.7% of total)
7,858 Injuries (18.7% of total)
$2.1 - $21 million in cost


In 2000, NHTSA reported for U.S. Large Trucks
453,000 Accidents
5,362 Fatalities
42,000 Injuries
$24 billion in insurance losses


Trucks overturning at exit ramps caused 5% of fatalities


2009-11-27Innovative Vehicle Technology 6


Why a Rollover occurs


Speed


Turning Radius


Height of Load


Track Width


Height of Centre 
of Gravity (h)


Track Width (t)


Resolving moments 


Vehicle stable if


m . (v2 / r) . h  <  m . g . t


Lateral Force


Vertical Force
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2009-11-27Innovative Vehicle Technology 7


Where does TRS come in?


TRS can not change the driving speed, turning radius, load 
position, tire profile, track width or road conditions.


TRS can brake the vehicle and Slow It Down using advanced 
braking technology called 


TRS TRS -- Trailer Roll StabilityTrailer Roll Stability


2009-11-27Innovative Vehicle Technology 8


● TRS is a Trailer ABS system with the added function of Roll Stability 
for trailers with constant power and air suspensions.


● It operates independently of the towing vehicle system.


● It does not require the driver to apply the brakes.  The system 
automatically applies the brakes to slows the vehicle down when a 
roll event is detected.


● It will reduce the chance of a rollover.  Any vehicle may overturn in 
certain situations with or without TRS.


TRS – Trailer Roll Stability
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2009-11-27Innovative Vehicle Technology 9


Where used


Current Available Applications


● Single, Tandem, or Tri-Axle Semi Trailers, Full Trailers, and 
Canadian B-Trains


● Disc or Drum Foundation Brakes


● Air Suspension


● New Equipment (OEM Installed), or Used Equipment 
(Retrofitted)


Configurations


● 4S / 2M or 2S / 2M


● Side-by-Side


2009-11-27Innovative Vehicle Technology 10


Technology used


New Technology


● Added 1 lateral accelerometer
● Added 1 brake apply solenoid
● Added 1 port to connect the air bags
● Added 5 pressure transducers


Existing ABS Technology


● Service brakes using standard relay pistons
● ABS using standard hold & dump solenoids
● Electronic Controller
● Electronic Odometer
● PLC
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2009-11-27Innovative Vehicle Technology 11


TRS Operation
Under TRS braking, the ECU receives input from the 
rollover stability accelerometer of an unstable vehicle 
condition.  The ECU then looks at the trailer’s wheel 
slip to determine if there is an impending roll event.  
Depending upon how the wheels are responding, the 
ECU will decide if the trailer’s brakes need to be 
applied on the opposite side to Slow Down the vehicle 
combination.  


2009-11-27Innovative Vehicle Technology 12


Passive Detection


Adhesion Test


Learn


TRS – no roll event
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2009-11-27Innovative Vehicle Technology 13


DIAG+ Software


2009-11-27Innovative Vehicle Technology 14


Fleet+
Average Brake Time vs


Peak Demand Pressure


No. Brake Applications vs
Peak Demand Pressure


Total Braking Time vs
Peak Demand Pressure


Average Pressure vs
Braking Start Speed
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2009-11-27Innovative Vehicle Technology 15


Fleet+


Number Brake Applications vs
Braking Start Speed


Brake Applications 
vs Distance


ABS Events vs Distance


Distance vs Percentage Load


2009-11-27Innovative Vehicle Technology 16


Fleet+
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2009-11-27Innovative Vehicle Technology 17


THANK YOU!


Innovative Vehicle
Technology
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Implications Of The 
Upcoming CARB regulations.


John Overing


Product and Segment Manager


Commercial Truck


California
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California
All 2011 and newer model year tractors and trailers must 
be specified with Low Rolling Resistance Tires.


Older tractors must be equipped with Low Rolling 
Resistance Tires by January 1st, 2012.


Older trailers must be equipped with Low Rolling 
Resistance Tires by January 1st, 2013.


Oregon recently approved legislation (HB 2186) that is 
similar to the CARB initiative, but the regulations have not 
been put in place. Other states are considering similar 
initiatives.


Factors Affecting RR
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Factors Affecting RR


Factors Affecting RR
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Factors Affecting RR


Why this is Important.
The first three design criteria will have a 
direct impact on winter traction.


No company can afford to run two 
dedicated fleets.


Fleets will be forced to choose between 
safety and revenue.


If more states adopt CARB style 
regulations, Canadian fleets could be cut 
out of the US market.
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Michelin X One XDN2


Impact of Architecture
Recent fuel test performed at major Canadian 
fleet.


Comparison was made between identical tread 
designs in both dual and NGWBS tire 
configurations.


Results showed a 4.67% improvement for the 
vehicle equipped with NGWBS tires.
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Smartway Verified Drive Tires


TRACTION


R
o


ll
in


g
 R


es
is


ta
n


ce


Michelin X One XDA


MichelinXDA3


Michelin XDA Energy


Michelin XDN2*


Michelin X One XDN2


* For comparison only. This tire is not included in the list of Smartway verified tires.


Low High


High
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Montreal – Vehicle Weights & Dimensions Task Force


Tom Parrott - TBU ENGINEERING MANAGER


EVOLVING TECHNOLOGY


RSSplus™
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RSSplus™ : Designed Specifically For The North 
American Market


• Incorporated customer 
requirements
– Installation, testing and 


diagnosis similar to current 
ABS


– Supports both spring and 
air ride suspensions


– SAE recommended 
diagnostics using ToolBox 
PC software or simple blink 
codes


– On-board data recording for 
effective fleet management


– Instant fleet notification of 
stability events with popular 
telematic devices


Spring Deflection Sensor


• ENCODER TECHNOLOGY – NO WEAR OF SENSOR ELEMENTS


• BAYONET CONNECTOR – PROVEN SEAL TECHNOLOGY


• ADJUSTABLE LINKAGE AND MOUNTING BRACKET
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Deflector Sensor Installation
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RSSplus Parameter Screen


Spring Suspension Calibration
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Applications
• Configurations 2S/2M*, 4S/2M, 4S/2M+1


• 4S2M+1 adds one modulator valve, under 
development to support full trailers.


• Vans, Reefer Units, Tankers, Flat Beds, Hazardous 
Material Haulers, B-Trains. Retrofit program in place.


*2S/2M (S = Sensor, M = Modulator)


P5 Valve for LCV Applications
•Patented pneumatic solution to provide control pressure 
during an RSS event to trailers being towed.
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P5 SIMPLIFIED


RSSplus STOP LIGHT ACTIVATION


• POWER CABLE OPTION.


• ACTIVATES BRAKE LIGHTS DURING AN 
RSS EVENT.


• USES PLC MESSAGE TO MODULE THAT 
CONNECTS CONSTANT POWER TO STOP 
LIGHT CIRCUIT.
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Technology Presentation


LIFT AXLE VALVE


LIFT AXLE VALVE


• Controlled by ABS system 
based on defined weight level, 
switch input and vehicle speed.


• Integrated bracket for secure 
mounting.


• Bayonet connector for quick 
and sealed connection.


• High flow rate for bag fill and 
exhaust timing..
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LAV INSTALLATION


Pressure sensor


OPTIONAL SWITCH 
INPUT
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Thank You!


Technology Presentation
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Presented by  CHARLIE TAYLOR


HISTORY
• Founded 1901


• Chemicals


• Plastics


• Optics


• Reflectors


• Heavy Duty
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Company Strengths


Family Owned


Engineering


Heavy Duty Focus


Design


Manufacturing


Company Strengths


• Facilities in 5 Countries


------United States


------Germany


------China


------Mexico


------Canada ( 2 Facilities )


• 3rd Generation Grote as President
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Waterloo, ON
Canadian Advanced Technology Div.


Markham, ON
Canadian Master Distribution Centre


AGENDA


•Safety Issues
•Incandescent versus LED.
•Proper Wiring.
•Safer thoughts for today.
•LED in the FUTURE
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SAFETY ISSUES


SAFETY ISSUES
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CONSPICUITY TAPE


INCANDESCENT LAMPS


•Too much power draw
•Over heating
•Warm up time
•Life span
•Corrosion
•Vibration
•Failure
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INCANDESCENT LAMPS


•Lamps Required--
draws 18 Amps


INCANDESCENT LAMPS


Over heating
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INCANDESCENT LAMPS


•Corrosion
•Vibration
•Failure


WHY LED


Less Power Consumption
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WHY LED


•Lamps Required--
draws 2.6 Amps


15.4 less amp draw with LED.


WHY LED


Quicker Response Time
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WHY LED


• LED Lamps are instant on.


• Incandescent lamps require warm up.


• ¼ second quicker response time.


• Which allows 30 to 50 extra feet of 
stopping distance.


TRAILER HARNESS


•Wire Gauge is
VERY IMPORTANT.


•Be careful of Voltage Drop.


Why is Harness Related to Safety
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TRAILER HARNESS


TRAILER HARNESS


•Dual Main Harness to power
Rear trailer.


Why is Harness Related to Safety
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TRAILER HARNESS


Why is Harness Related to Safety  


•ABS (Roll Stability) Units Require 9.6 Volts to operate 
properly.
•If you use the wrong gauge cable, especially fleets that 
still use Incandescent lamps.


Possible ABS/Roll Stability Failure


SAFETY, SAFETY, SAFETY


SAFER THOUGHTS FOR TODAY


•Add Amber Turn Signals
•High Mount Stop lamps where possible
•Dual Intensity Marker lamps
•Mid Marker Turns
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LED VS. INCANDESCENT


LED VS. INCANDESCENT
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LED VS. INCANDESCENT


LIGHTFORM


• LED PLASTIC SHEET


• 1MM THICK


• 98% LESS MATERIAL 


• 100% PERFORMANCE
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THANK YOUTHANK YOU








 
 


                      MANITOBA TRUCKING ASSOCIATION  
November 29, 2005         November 19, 2009  25 Bunting Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba R2X 2P5 
                    Telephone (204) 632-6600    Fax (204) 694-7134  


 


SERVING THE NEEDS OF THE TRUCKING INDUSTRY AND ITS INTERESTED PARTIES BY THE PROMOTION OF A  
HEALTHY BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT AND THE ADVOCATION OF SAFETY, EDUCATION AND RESPONSIBILITY. 


 
Mr. John Pearson, Secretary 
Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy  
2323 St. Laurent Blvd. 
Ottawa, ON K1J 4K6 
 
Dear Mr. Pearson; 
 
RE: Long Wheelbase Trailers (Double Drop and Low Bed Trailers) 
 
 
The Manitoba Trucking Association (MTA) requests the Task Force on Vehicle Weights 
and Dimensions Policy review existing policies and practices within the Canadian 
jurisdictions in regards to certain double drop and low bed trailers.  The specifics of this 
request and our recommendation are articulated within the attached document. 
 
It should be noted that MTA has discussed this matter with the other provincial / 
regional trucking associations.  Atlantic Provinces Trucking Association (APTA), 
Quebec Trucking Association (QTA), Ontario Trucking Association (OTA), 
Saskatchewan Trucking Association (STA), Alberta Motor Transport Association 
(AMTA) and British Columbia Trucking Association (BCTA) support this 
recommendation.   
 
We appreciate your attention to this matter and hope our request and recommendation 
will result in jurisdictional amendments to policies and practices that will allow our 
industry to become more productive and efficient while at the same time help reduce 
our GHG foot print. 
 
We would be pleased to discuss this matter in further detail and would gladly respond to 
any questions that may arise from our request and recommendation. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 


 
Bob Dolyniuk, 
General Manager 
 
Attachment.







 
 


Manitoba Trucking Association Recommendation 
 
 


Long Wheelbase Trailers (Double Drop and Low Bed Trailers) 
 
 
Background 
When the (R)TAC study was undertaken in the 1980’s and the (R)TAC standards 
adopted in 1988, it would appear that little consideration was given to potential 
operational challenges with double drop and low bed trailers and the specific 
requirements of that sector of the trucking industry. 
 
Today there are issues confronting industry and governments as it relates to the 
effective and efficient use of double drop and low bed trailers that should be designed 
and built to today’s needs. 
 
Over the years, farm equipment, harvesting equipment and construction equipment 
have become larger.  For many types of loads the working deck well of double drop and 
low bed trailers may be too short due to wheelbase regulations.  This has resulted in a 
need for longer deck well length on these trailers, resulting in a trailer wheelbase in 
excess of 12.5m (41’).  Operators have been designing and building specialized trailers 
with sole purpose use, while at the same time trying to comply with the wheelbase 
regulations.  While the use of sole purpose trailers may have been acceptable in the 
past, in today’s environment such practices are not practical.  Industry has to be as 
efficient and productive as it can to remain competitive.  To do so, sole purpose use 
trailers have become an extreme exception rather than the rule.  
  
Over the last number of years, there have been varying degrees of discussion on this 
issue and attempts have been made to address the issues via permits.   
 
While permitting systems may provide a temporary solution to the issues, they will not 
provide a long term solution.  It is recognized that managing a permit system for 
governments and industry can be a time and staff consuming process, which should be 
avoided where possible. 
 
Issue 
Industry has indicated that there is a need for both tandem and tridem double drop and 
low bed trailers with a well deck length in excess of 8.23m (27’). 
 
While it is possible to design and build double drop and low bed trailers with a longer 
deck well (greater than 8.23m or 27’) and with an overall length of 16.15m (53’), the 
resulting wheel base tends to exceed the 12.5m (41’) wheelbase allowable maximum, 
dependent on the configuration.  Double drop and low bed trailers are different from van 
and flat deck trailers as their axles and axle groups are fixed and do not slide and are 
therefore not adjustable.  Whatever is designed and built is what the carrier must live 
with. 
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In the case of both double drop and low bed trailers, Canadian jurisdictions should allow 
the use (without permit) of tandem axle units with minimum wheelbase of 6.25m (20.5’) 
and an overall length of 16.15m (53’).  Additionally these trailers should be allowed to 
be utilized with a flip axle to re-configure the trailer into a tridem axle trailer, or as a fixed 
tridem axle group, or as a tridem axle group with a lift axle in the group, while not 
exceeding the overall maximum length of 16.15m (53’). 
 
These configurations (double drop and low bed), whether equipped with tandem or 
tridem axle groups, should be allowed to operate with both over-dimensional loads (with 
permits as required) and reducible, non-dimensional loads at RTAC weight levels 
(without permits).   
 
If the trailer is further specialized and is wider than 2.6m (8.5’) it should be allowed to 
haul reducible loads on a round trip basis (i.e. a low bed trailer that is 3.05m (10’) wide  
should be allowed to haul a 2.44m (8’) culvert one way and a 2.6m (8.5’) wide packer in 
return). This equipment is commonly utilized by construction companies. The only time 
a permit should be required is when an over-dimensional load is being hauled, or if the 
actual trailer itself is over-dimensional (e.g. greater than 2.6m (8.5’) wide, longer than 
16.15m, etc.).   
 
While some may argue that this might create a competitive advantage, it is clear that a 
tandem or tridem double drop or low bed trailer would not have a competitive advantage 
over a tandem, tridem or “B” train flat deck trailer for general freight.   
 
Conclusion 
Canadian jurisdictions should allow the operation (without permit) of tandem and tridem 
axle double drop and low bed trailers with a maximum overall length of 16.15m (53’) 
and a minimum trailer wheelbase of 6.25 m (20.5’).  A tandem axle trailer with a flip 
axle, which allows it to convert to a tridem axle group must meet the 16.15 (53’) overall 
length in the tridem configuration.  
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Background


Background


Truck-trailer configurations are:
 widely used in Western Canada & the 


world


 versatile & manoeuvrable


 less dynamically stable than a 
tractor/semi-trailer


Truck/Full Trailer


Truck/Pony Trailer
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Background


17 000 kg 17 000 kg


31 000 kg MAXMOU


34 000 kg MAXBC


21 000 kgMOU/BC


24 000 kgOTHER TRIDEM GROUPS


•Incorporated into 
MOU in 1991


•Weight limits based 
upon work by MTO


•Not all provinces fully 
apply the MOU


•BC will limit the quad-
axle to MOU weights 
starting Jan 1, 2011


Objectives


FPInnovations has been investigating 
improving dynamic performance of truck/full-
trailers for a number of years.


Wolf Trailer Company has similarly been 
investigating truck/pony trailers.


The goals have been:
 To improve configuration safety


• meeting acceptable performance standards


 To allow full axle capacity
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Previous Feric Research


Review of Potential Solutions
 Vehicle parameter optimization


 Mechanical trailer dampening hardware


 Electronic dynamic controllers


 Roll-coupling hardware
• This was the best solution, it:


will meet performance criteria under current dimensional 
allowances


will facilitate straightforward regulatory enforcement


Simulations showed significant improvement in LTR, meeting the 
TAC performance measure (LTR <0.60)


(Parker, 2004) (Parker, 2008)


Previous Feric Research


Evaluate Hitch Torsional Capacity
 Evaluated full & pony trailer configurations using 


UMTRI modelling software


 Simulated standard (0.15 g 88 km/h) and extreme 
(0.20 g 100 km/h) lane change manoeuvres


 Concluded that:
• Both full & pony trailer configurations experience similar 


levels of hitch torque to existing C-dollies


• Hitch torsional stiffness requirements based upon existing 
C-dolly standards would be appropriate


(Parker, 2009)
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Previous Feric Research


Roll-Coupled Hitch Requirements
 (In Canada) no current regulations exist to govern 


requirements for this type of hitch.
 Proposed requirements were developed from 


existing C-dolly specifications (Transport Canada 
Standard 903).
• modified to account for higher payloads.


 The proposed requirements specified:
• Hitch axial strength
• Hitch torsional strength
• Hitch torsional stiffness


(Sinnett, 2008)


Roll-Coupled Hitch Requirements


A Test Plan was developed
 proposed to Provinces at 2008 Task Force meeting in Toronto
 it included:


• Hitch Torsional Testing
• Configuration Stability Testing
• Configuration Dynamic Testing (if required)
• In-service evaluation


At this meeting, BC CVSE indicated it would:
 take the lead in overseeing this project
 report back to the Task Force with developments


CVSE recommended further testing:
• Truck Frame Torsional Testing
• Full-Vehicle Torsional Testing (Pony Trailer only)
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Prototype Design – Truck-Full Trailer Hitch


Feric worked with Arctic Trailers of Prince George to design & 
manufacture a prototype hitch to meet these requirements for the
Full-Trailer •used existing Arctic converter 


dollies as a starting point


•designed to meet strength 
requirements


•components analyzed using FEA


Prototype Design – Wolf Trailer Company Hitch


Larry Wulff (Wolf Trailer Company) designed & manufactured a 
prototype hitch to meet these requirements for the Pony Trailer
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Hitch Torsional Testing


•Testing
 conducted at 


FPInnovations –
Forintek (Vancouver)


•Torsional requirements:
 torsional strength of at 


least 60 kNm
 torsional stiffness of at 


least 4 kNm/deg


•Procedure
 Twisted both directions
 multiple tests


Hitch Torsional Testing
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Hitch Torsional Testing - Results


Full-
Trailer 


Hitch


Pony 
Trailer 


Hitch


Direction 1
Max Torque kN-m -64.4 -63.5
Max Angle deg -4.0 -4.3
Direction 2
Max Torque kN-m 64.8 64.2
Max Angle deg 5.0 5.1
Stiffness kN-m/deg 14.4 13.6


OVERALL STIFFNESS


Hitch Torsional Testing - Conclusions


•Torsional strength
 Both the full-trailer hitch & the pony trailer hitch were 


able to sustain over the 60 kNm of torque required


•Torsional stiffness
 Both the full-trailer hitch & the pony trailer hitch had 


a torsional stiffness over 3 times the required 4 
kNm/deg


(Sinnett, 2009)
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Truck Frame Torsional Testing


•Testing
 as recommended by the BC CVSE
 conducted by Innovative Vehicle Testing ltd. – an experienced 


vehicle testing engineering consulting firm
 conducted at Mormak Equipment Ltd (gravel truck) and at Tolko –


Armstrong Division (logging truck). Vernon, BC


•Torsional requirements:
 ensure the truck frame can withstand the torsional forces from the 


trailer


•(Both) hitches were tested:
 both loaded & unloaded
 In both directions
 3 times for each condition


Truck Frame Torsional Testing


VIDEO
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Truck Frame Torsional Testing - Conclusions


•There was no indication of frame damage or 
permanent deformation during any of the test 
lifts.


•The truck frames were adequate to use in 
further on-road testing with the prototype roll 
coupling hitches.


(Macnabb, 2009a; Macnabb, 2009b)


Vehicle Torsional Testing – Pony Trailer
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Vehicle Stability Testing


• Vehicle stability testing undertaken to quantify the effect 
of roll-coupling


• Tilt-table testing to measure SRT and LTR


Pony trailer


Full-trailer


Configuration Stability Testing


Drawbar Type
Pony trailer 
loads (kg)


Full-trailer loads 
(kg)


1a standard 21 000 31 000
1b standard 24 000 34 000
2a roll-coupled 21 000 31 000
2b roll-coupled 24 000 34 000


Truck fixed to tilt table to demonstrate influence of “roll-
coupling”
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Configuration Stability - Requirements


Static Rollover Threshold (SRT)


Definition: the maximum lateral acceleration (in g’s) 
a vehicle can sustain without rolling over.


Load Transfer Ratio (LTR)


Definition: ratio of difference between sum of right 
wheel loads & left wheel loads to the sum of all wheel 
loads


Configuration Stability Testing
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Configuration Stability Testing


Conclusions


• Roll-coupling demonstrated improved stability 
for the truck/pony trailer


• A roll-coupled Pony trailer with 24 000 kg load 
showed improved stability relative to the non-
roll coupled unit with 21 000 kg load


• Full-trailer analysis to be completed –
supplementary testing may be required 


Next Steps – Truck/Pony Trailer


•The benefits of roll-coupling for pony trailers has 
been proven


•We recommend allowing full axle group weights 
for roll-coupled pony trailers.  This could be 
accomplished by:
 an amendment to the MOU (preferred)
 a province based permit system (alternative, or interim)


•With a “Roll-Coupled” hitch defined as:
A hitch capable of resisting vehicle roll, from one unit to another.  The 


hitch must be able to resist (a minimum of) 60 kN-m of roll torque in 
(no more than) 15 degrees of (combined) lash and twist, in both 
directions.
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Next Steps – Truck/Full Trailer


•Tilt-table testing
 analysis of results still ongoing
 test report


•In-service evaluation
 through winter haul season


•Hitch modification
 Addition of roll-relief


•Further testing
 may be required (based upon tilt-


table results)
• dynamic testing
• additional tilt-table testing


Next Steps


•Draft Final Report and present to BC CVSE
 also to national steering committee on vehicle weights & 


dimensions (TAC)


•Final BC CVSE approval leading to:
 increased payload allowances (in BC)


•TAC to evaluate results for potential adoption in 
other provincial jurisdictions
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Boat Tails - Regulatory Overview


Dan Davis - Chief, Standards and Regulations
Transport Canada
November 24, 2009 – Montréal
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Presentation Objectives


• Discuss issues surrounding the installation of longer 
boat tails on new trailers


• Explain Transport Canada’s Phase I Research Study


• Discuss ways and options to permit longer boat tails on 
Canadian roads
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Boat tails for Canada


• Important environment 
devices that will benefit 
Canadians


• Provide significant positive 
environmental benefits by 
generating gains in fuel 
efficiency
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Regulatory responsibilities in U.S.


National Highway Traffic Safety Administration – NHTSA:


• Safety requirements for new vehicles in U.S. – FMVSS (Federal 
Motor Vehicle Safety Standards) 


Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration - FMCSA:


• Establish safe operating requirements for commercial vehicle drivers, 
carriers, vehicles, and vehicle equipment


Federal Highway Administration – FHWA:


• Prescribe national policies that govern truck and bus size and mass
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Regulatory responsibilities in U.S. 


Environmental Protection Agency – EPA :


EPA SmartWay programme:


- Collaboration between EPA and freight sector 


- To improve energy efficiency and reduce greenhouse gases


- U.S. EPA Certified SmartWay tractors and trailers 


- Tractors and trailers are outfitted with equipment that significantly reduces 
fuel use and  emissions


- Including low-rolling resistance tires and aerodynamic devices


Source: www.epa.gov/smartway/
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SmartWay Certified aerodynamic devices for trailers:


• Trailer gap reducer (should be used with side skirts) — estimated fuel 
savings 1% or greater:


• Trailer Boat Tail (this or the gap reducer should be used with side skirts) 
— estimated fuel savings 1% or greater: 


• Trailer Side Skirts (should be used with gap reducer or boat tail) —
estimated fuel savings 4% or greater: 


Boat Tails in the U.S. - SmartWay
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SmartWay Certified aerodynamic devices for trailers:


• Advanced Trailer End Fairing (this can be used with or without other 
fairings) — estimated fuel savings 5%: 


ATDynamics TrailerTail® rear trailer fairing (4-foot boat tail)


• Advanced Trailer Skirt (this can be used with or without other fairings) 
— estimated fuel savings 5%: 


Boat Tails in the U.S. - SmartWay
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• California legislation requiring SmartWay certified fuel 
saving devices 


- Beginning January 1, 2010  for MY 2011


- Applying to 53-foot trailers


• Carriers have options of various SmartWay certified 
aerodynamic products including certified boat tails


• Canadian carriers will need to comply with California 
regulation if they want to operate in the state


Boat Tails in the U.S.  - California
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Boat Tails in the U.S. - FHWA


• Boat Tails must meet FHWA requirements to be exempted from 
length measurement : (Title 23, Part 658, § 658.16)


1. The device must not be capable of carrying cargo


2. The device does not extend beyond 5 feet from the rearmost point of the 
trailer/semitrailer end


3. The device does not  “obscure tail lamps, turn signals, marker lamps, 
identification lamps, or any other required safety devices, such as 
hazardous materials placards or conspicuity markings ”


4. The device has “neither the strength, rigidity nor mass to damage a 
vehicle, or injure a passenger in a vehicle, that strikes a trailer so 
equipped from the rear”


• FHWA exemption is provided on an individual basis 
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Boat Tails in the U.S. - ATDynamics Trailer Tail


- Length: 4 feet when open, 2.75 inches 
when closed


- Weight: 200 lbs. 


- Compatibility: available for most 
swing-door, reefer and drop-deck 
trailers 


- Safety: streamlined rear airflow 
reduces “sway and spray” during wet 
and windy weather 


- Trailer Tail is SmartWay certified


- Approved for aftermarket
Source: http://www.atdynamics.com/
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Boat Tails in the U.S. - ATDynamics Trailer Tail


• Currently, ATDynamics Trailer Tail is the only approved boat tail 
meeting FHWA exemption requirements


• Due diligence - Evidence included a crash test of a van into the rear of a 
trailer equipped with Trailer Tail at 56 km/h (Karco Engineering, LLC)


Source: Figure 12, Karco’s report Source: Figure 22, Karco’s report
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Boat Tails in the U.S. - ATDynamics Trailer Tail


• ATDynamics Trailer Tail operation:


Source: http://www.atdynamics.com/
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Boat Tails on new trailers in U.S. - NHTSA


• New trailers must meet FMVSS 224 - Rear impact protection
- Rear extremity definition and 1 foot (305mm) allowance


• Same dimension requirements in Canada
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• FMVSS 224 contains exemption allowing non-
structural protrusions  - such as lights and bumpers


• To date not aware of any request to NHTSA for an 
interpretation if boat tails would be exempted from 
FMVSS 224 


• Thus installation of boat tail on new trailer, at first retail, 
would appear to not be permitted in the U.S. 


Boat Tails on new trailers in U.S. - NHTSA
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Boat Tails in Canada- Background


• In April 2008, VW&D agreed to allow rear aerodynamic 
devices on semi-trailers with extension up to 0.61 m (2 ft)


• Followed by industry request to allow rear aerodynamic 
devices extending up to 1.5 metres (5 ft) 


• VW&D requested Transport Canada input prior to 
decision of allowing up to 5-foot boat tails


• New trailers must meet CMVSS 223 - Rear impact 
Guards
- Same Rear Extremity definition and 305mm allowance as in the 
U.S. FMVSS 224
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• CTA requested TC Compliance/Audit Group to allow any 
boat tail up to 5 ft meeting FHWA exemption 
requirements


• TC Compliance/Audit Group replied to CTA that boat 
tails do not fall under CMVSS 223 non-structural 
protrusion exemption
- A blanket exemption for meeting CMVSS 223 was not provided


- Thus not possible to install boat tails without 1.9 m height clearance on 
new trailers and meet CMVSS 223


• TC Regulatory Division has been tasked to review boat 
tail safety and compliance with CMVSS 223


Boat Tails in Canada- Background
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Phase I Research Study Overview
• Being carried out by the NRC


• Goals:
- Assess aerodynamic efficiency between various boat tails prototypes


- Assess the potential of amending the current CMVSS 223


• Tasks:


- Wind tunnel testing


- Computer simulation


- Vehicle Dimensions Analysis


- Optimization model 
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• Scale 1:10 representative 
truck and trailer model with 
medium side skirts and gap 
sealing


• Calculate fuel savings and 
emissions benefit to 
compare different boat tail 
configurations


Wind Tunnel Testing
Evaluation of Environmental Benefits - Experimental
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- Determine if panels with length of 2 ft  and longer provide improved 
aerodynamics 


- Determine the effect of different side panel geometries (height and shape design)


- Examine the effect of the bottom panel in different configurations 


Wind Tunnel Testing
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• Validating learning from previous 
studies


- Panels beyond ~2’ do not 
significantly improve performance


- Both top and side panels are 
required – they are worth more than 
their individual sums


- Bottom panel improves 
performance, but is less important 
than top and sides  


Wind Tunnel Testing


* Data from K. Cooper, SAE Document 850288, 1985
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• Computer modeling (Computational Fluid Dynamics)


• Benefits & Risks due to aerodynamics:
- Reduced road spray


- Tailgating


- Trailer sway


- Snow & ice accumulation - shedding


• Qualitative data – will provide insight into areas of further study


Computer Simulation
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Vehicle Dimensions Analysis


• Boat tail configuration 
meeting current 
requirements
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Vehicle Dimensions Analysis
• Interference of current vehicles on the road with various 


boat tail geometries 
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• Blend analyses to 
determine « optimum »
scenario


• Could we define the 
rear impact zone 
differently without 
compromising safety?


Optimization model
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Next steps


• Phase I is expected in early 2010


• Based on outcomes of Phase I:


- Review the need for a Phase II


- Review the need to potentially amend the Regulations


• Explore ways of permitting specific longer boat tails, 
as interim solution
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Thank you


Dan Davis
Chief, Standards and Regulations


Road Safety and Motor Vehicle Regulation Directorate
Transport Canada


Email: dan.davis@tc.gc.ca


Phone: 613-998-1956 
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Possible options


1. Amend Federal Regulations:
- Amend the rear clearance zone
- Exemption for boat tails
- Develop a performance test to determine non-structural protrusions


2. VW&D and Provinces/Territories permit longer boat tails on 
aftermarket installations (temporary or permanent)


3. Develop a 2’ boat tail and certify it to have included on the 
SmartWay list (between 4 and 5% savings expected)


4. When travelling in Canada, boat tails over 2’ must be closed
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Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Task Force on Vehicle Weights and 
Dimensions Policy  Dimensions Policy  


Status ReportStatus Report


November 2009November 2009


Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Vehicle Weights and Dimensions 


 Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions PolicyTask Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy
 Focus for coordination and harmonization of Focus for coordination and harmonization of 


provincial and territorial regulations, policies and provincial and territorial regulations, policies and 
practicespractices


 Annual meetings to exchange information, review Annual meetings to exchange information, review 
emerging issues, identify problems emerging issues, identify problems 


 Last meeting with stakeholders held in Toronto in Last meeting with stakeholders held in Toronto in 
November 2008 November 2008 


 Information: Information: www.comt.cawww.comt.ca
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2008 Stakeholder Meeting 2008 Stakeholder Meeting –– Issues Raised Issues Raised 


 Environmental/Fuel Efficiency:
 Weight limit allowances for engine particulate traps, auxiliary 


power units, fuel tanks and disc brakes 
 Higher weight limits for new wide single tires 
 Length limit increases or exemptions for larger rear mounted 


aerodynamic devices 


 Special Permits: Long Combination Vehicles 
 Common permit conditions for operation of Turnpike Double 


Trailer Combinations from:
 Nova Scotia to Ontario
 Manitoba to AlbertaManitoba to Alberta


 Safety
 Length allowances to accommodate “moose bumpers” on front 


of trucks or tractors that are already at maximum length limit


Environment/Fuel Efficiency Environment/Fuel Efficiency -- Wide Single Tire Weight LimitsWide Single Tire Weight Limits


154229072US 


154007700MOU 


231002300021000154007700NL


231002300021000154007700NS


231002300021000154007700PE


231002300021000154007700NB


2600024000210001800010000QC


270002400021000180009000ON


180001800018000154007700MB


231002310023100154007700SK


190001900019000154007700AB


231002310023100154007700BC


180001800018000120006000NT


219002190021900154007700YK


Tridem
3.6 m


Tridem
3.0 m


Tridem
2.4 m


Tandem 
Axle 


Single 
Axle


Single Tire Weight Limits (kg) - April 2009
Wide Base Single Tires 445 mm in width or greater 
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EnovornmentEnovornment/Fuel Efficiency /Fuel Efficiency -- Aerodynamic Devices Aerodynamic Devices 


Approved in April 2008 
MOU Amendment:


0.6 metre extension  


Proposed Fall 2008 


1.2 metre extension 


Approved in April 2008 
MOU Amendment 


Safety: Safety: ““MooseMoose”” Bumpers Bumpers 


 For vehicles designed to operate at legal length overall limits,For vehicles designed to operate at legal length overall limits,
adding moose bumper creates adding moose bumper creates overlengthoverlength problemproblem


 Industry requested allowances for both length and weight of Industry requested allowances for both length and weight of 
bumper bumper 


 Further analysis required, hope to have nationally acceptable Further analysis required, hope to have nationally acceptable 
proposal on length accommodation completed by summer 2009  proposal on length accommodation completed by summer 2009  
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Long Combination VehiclesLong Combination Vehicles


 LCVLCV’’ss have operated in Prairie provinces and have operated in Prairie provinces and 
Quebec for many yearsQuebec for many years


 Recently introduced in New Brunswick and Recently introduced in New Brunswick and 
Nova Scotia, announcement to introduce in Nova Scotia, announcement to introduce in 
Ontario, interest in BC Ontario, interest in BC 


 Primary interest is Turnpike Doubles (two 53 ft Primary interest is Turnpike Doubles (two 53 ft 
trailers)trailers)
 Suited only to multiSuited only to multi--lane divided highways lane divided highways 


 Discussions of common national guidelines for Discussions of common national guidelines for 
special permits launched, but encountered special permits launched, but encountered 
difficultiesdifficulties
 Without continuous multiWithout continuous multi--lane highway across lane highway across 


Canada, national guidelines not necessaryCanada, national guidelines not necessary
 ReRe--focussed efforts to pursue regional focussed efforts to pursue regional 


agreements on conditions:agreements on conditions:
 Eastern CanadaEastern Canada
 Western Canada Western Canada 


Turnpike Double


Rocky Mountain  Double


Changes to MOU on Vehicle Weights and Changes to MOU on Vehicle Weights and 
Dimensions: October 2009 Dimensions: October 2009 


1.1. Amendment to Definition of Track Width Amendment to Definition of Track Width 


Previous MOU Definition:Previous MOU Definition:
 Track Width Track Width Means the overall width of an axle across the Means the overall width of an axle across the 


outside edges of the tiresoutside edges of the tires


October 2009 amendment:October 2009 amendment:
 Track Width Track Width means the width of an axle across the outside means the width of an axle across the outside 


faces of the tires measured at any point above the lowest point faces of the tires measured at any point above the lowest point of of 
the rimthe rim
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Changes to MOU on Vehicle Weights and Changes to MOU on Vehicle Weights and 
Dimensions: October 2009 Dimensions: October 2009 


2.2. Amendment to Applicability of Minimum Track Width Amendment to Applicability of Minimum Track Width 
Dimension for Axles Fitted with Wide Single TiresDimension for Axles Fitted with Wide Single Tires


Previous MOU ProvisionPrevious MOU Provision
 It is understood that the minimum track width for trailer axles It is understood that the minimum track width for trailer axles 


fitted with single tires must be no less than 2.3 m for trailersfitted with single tires must be no less than 2.3 m for trailers
from model year 2007 or earlier. from model year 2007 or earlier. 


 It is further understood that the minimum track width for all It is further understood that the minimum track width for all 
axles on trailers from model year 2008 or later must be no less axles on trailers from model year 2008 or later must be no less 
than 2.5 m. than 2.5 m. 


October 2009 amendment:October 2009 amendment:
 It is understood that the minimum track width for trailer axles It is understood that the minimum track width for trailer axles 


fitted with single tires must be no less than 2.3 m for trailersfitted with single tires must be no less than 2.3 m for trailers
from model year from model year 2009 2009 or earlier.or earlier.


 It is further understood that the minimum track width for all It is further understood that the minimum track width for all 
axles on trailers from model year axles on trailers from model year 2010 2010 or later must be no less or later must be no less 
than 2.5 m.than 2.5 m.


Changes to MOU on Vehicle Weights and Changes to MOU on Vehicle Weights and 
Dimensions: October 2009Dimensions: October 2009


3.3. Addition of Stinger Steer Auto Carrier Addition of Stinger Steer Auto Carrier 
ConfigurationConfiguration
New Category New Category –– Specialized Vehicles Specialized Vehicles 
Each jurisdiction will allow vehicles which meet the Each jurisdiction will allow vehicles which meet the 
requirements to operate on highways deemed suitable requirements to operate on highways deemed suitable 
and appropriate by the jurisdiction, either through and appropriate by the jurisdiction, either through 
regulation or by issuance of special permit authorities regulation or by issuance of special permit authorities 


 





